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 Tighter for longer  

  

Gas prices continued to decline through February, while any slowdown associated with 
rising Covid cases in China looks limited. China’s re-opening is proceeding at pace. In the 
near term, recession risks are further diminished. Indeed, it is rapidly becoming the case 
that central bank policy is the main threat to growth, suggesting that any recession will 
come later rather than sooner. This also implies that policy will need to be tighter for 
longer. Central banks looking at the strength of the labour market see cycle lows for 
unemployment and leading labour market indicators softening only slowly. The 
strength of recent data hints at a possible risk of re-acceleration for inflation, 
especially at the core level, which we expect to remain the primary focus for central banks 
in 2023 and into 2024. The plunge in energy costs ensures that the drop in headline CPI 
will be ongoing at least early in the year, but by Q4-23 energy prices may be higher again.         
 
The firmer growth backdrop combined with reduced downside risks for inflation at the back 
end of the forecast horizon is keeping central banks on their toes. The “higher for longer, 
no cuts in 2023” mantra has finally gained some traction with investors. Bond yields 
have risen sharply in recent weeks, as a bumper payrolls report was followed by a 
series of upbeat US data reports. Late in the month, the UK and the Eurozone added to 
the upbeat sentiment recording surges in their PMI reports for February. We consider 
current yields more reasonable. In addition, we now expect that any cuts in 2024 will be 
slower to materialise, leaving yields a little higher at the back end of the forecast horizon.     
 
We continue to see asset markets remaining choppy through the remainder of H1-
23. Whilst inflation has clearly peaked, the return to 2.0% is looking less straightforward. 
We see peak policy rates as more or less priced in – but the risks surrounding this view 
have risen sharply in recent weeks and we expect risk assets to remain under 
pressure until there is more confidence on terminal policy rates. This backdrop is likely 
to see the US dollar supported in the near term, but by mid-year we expect that it will 
become clear that the US hiking cycle will be among the first to end and the Fed will be 
among the first to start cutting rates, robbing the greenback of support. The US dollar 
should soften in H2-23.             

  
February saw a sharp rise in bond yields…        … as recession risks recede 

  

Source: Bloomberg 
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EUR markets 

 
Macro – What recession? 

 The outlook for the eurozone continues to improve as gas prices continue 
to decline. Q4 GDP was firmer than expected. 2022 GDP was unchanged 
but it puts a firmer base effect into 2023. In addition, upbeat PMI data 
have further reduced recession risks and we no longer see consecutive 
quarters of negative growth. We now look for 2023 GDP to rise 0.5% 
(+0.2pp higher)  

 We assume the conflict in Ukraine does not escalate and that the 
sanctions on Russia remain in place through end 2023. 

 Eurozone governments will not tighten fiscal policy at the rate they 
loosened it in 2022, despite the drop in energy prices. Fiscal policy will 
provide a lingering boost to activity in coming months.  

 The inflation impulse in the eurozone is weaker than in the US and the UK given that labour demand is less buoyant 
and labour supply less stretched. That said, unemployment is well below its pre-Covid lows and service price inflation 
is building. Headline inflation has likely peaked and we expect core to peak soon. We look for headline CPI growth 
to slow steadily through 2023 leaving the annual average a little over 5.0%. 

 
Policy - ECB depo rate set to peak at 3.50% in summer 

 We look for one further 50bp hike from the ECB in mid-March, followed 
by a 25bp hike in May. Firmer growth/higher inflation risks have seen us 
add a further 25bp hike in June. We expect that the policy rate will remain 
unchanged through H2-23, as policy makers continue to talk tough on 
inflation.   

 The ECB will start QT at €15bn/month on average from the beginning of 
March, with a review at the end of Q2-23, which will likely result in the 
APP being allowed to shrink faster. By year end, the vast bulk of the 
T-LTROs will be repaid. The ECB’s balance sheet will decline to 
~€6.5trn. We expect that it will shrink faster than the Fed’s balance sheet. 

 The EU fiscal pact remains suspended through 2023 in light of recent 
developments in Ukraine and the necessity of supporting consumers through the energy price shock.  

 We don’t expect Italy to be a major issue for the Central Bank as the ECB continues to tighten policy.   
 
Rates – EUR rates to remain high for a bit longer 

 We expect EUR yields to push slightly higher until the ECB provides 
more guidance on the end of the tightening cycle. Short-term Bund 
yields should start to edge lower from late spring onwards, as the 
end of the hiking cycle comes into view, inflation eases, and the 
economic outlook softens.   

 We do not expect any rate cuts until H2-24. Thus, the fall we see in 
EUR yields should remain fairly contained. 

 In H2-23, we look for the Bund curve to bull-steepen modestly as 
short-term yields begin to anticipate rate cuts in 2024 against a 
backdrop of soft growth and falling inflation. 

 The 10Y BTP-Bund spread has tightened notably YTD. A move back 
above 220bp looks unlikely due to the relatively strong Italian outlook, but we expect a pullback towards the 200bp 
area in the coming quarter.  

 FX – EUR declines to be short-lived 

 As gas prices plunge, the factors that drove EUR/USD below parity are 
in retreat. Real rates in the eurozone have surged from record 
negative levels, while the trade deficit has bottomed out and is 
improving sharply. US inflation peaked earlier than the eurozone, leaving 
the ECB in a more hawkish place relative to the Fed. We expect that the 
ECB will out-hike the Fed in 2023. 

 In the short run, we continue to see scope for a minor pull-back in EUR 
as optimism on the near-term outlook peaks against a backdrop of 
higher yields. Nonetheless, the big picture is that the backdrop looks 
good for further EUR appreciation against the US dollar. We see 
EUR/USD pushing up towards 1.15 on a 12-month horizon.   

 
Basis – EURUSD XCCY basis paying positions well supported by several drivers   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The ongoing hawkish response from the ECB, the relative hawkishness on the balance sheet front vs the Fed, 
Yankee issuance looking more attractive for European issuers, and no major widening pressures on the EZ debt-
sustainability front should keep pushing the basis tighter, especially in the 2-5Y part of the curve. Meanwhile, the back 
end of the curve will be primarily driven by interest rate differentials.  
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USD markets 

 
Macro – Slowing not crashing 

 Recent US data have improved the outlook and recession does not 
look imminent. We still see the odd quarter of negative activity, but any 
slowdown will be shallow. We expect the labour market to soften only 
gradually and the unemployment rate to push up to 4.5% by end 2023.  

 We do not expect a financial accident. Both consumer and corporate 

balance sheets are in relatively good shape, which will leave activity 
more resilient than usual in the face of higher policy rates. 

 Our baseline assumption is that against such a backdrop companies 
remain reluctant to make large lay-offs and will look through the shallow 
downturn given the problems of re-staffing in the post Covid period. 
The labour market is softening, but only slowly, leaving it in decent 
shape even at the back end of the year.  

 Headline inflation has come down sharply alongside falling energy prices and easing supply chain strains, but core 
services ex housing will be a lot slower to return to target. We see headline CPI falling into 2.5~3.0% range by 
year end leaving the annual average CPI ~4.0%.  

 
Policy – Markets come round to the Fed’s “Higher for Longer” view  

 We look for a 25bp hike in March as the bulk of FOMC speakers have 
indicated that they are happy to see such a move. We see the policy 
rate peaking at 5.00~5.25% in May. We then expect rates to remain on 
hold through end 2023 in line with the December Dot Plot. In the wake 
of the blockbuster payrolls report, the risks seem to be on the upside. 

 We look for the Fed to ease later rather than sooner in the wake of 
the uncomfortable brush with inflation last year. We extend our forecast 
horizon out to end Q1-24. We see no rate cuts in the coming year. Even 
with the Fed on hold, policy will continue to tighten in H2-23 as the 
balance sheet shrinks and real rates rise. 

 Financial conditions bounced off the early February lows. We expect 
the Fed will lean against any further easing on this front. We expect that the balance sheet roll off will continue at the 
current pace.  

 
Rates – UST yields to end 2023 lower. Bulk of the move in H2-23 

 Barring a further acceleration of US inflation, we expect UST yields to 
trade around current levels for the rest of H1-23. Markets are pricing 
more hikes, but also earlier cuts when compared to our view. We look 
for markets to keep pushing the first rate cut further into 2024. 

 Ongoing rate hikes will limit any declines in short-term rates and keep 
the bulk of the curve inversion in place in the near term. We expect 
2x5s to remain deeply inverted, disinverting only modestly in the back 
half of the forecast horizon. 5x10s will invert further in the near term, 
reversing the move in subsequent quarters. 10x30s will steepen 
modestly in coming months. 

 The debt ceiling debate may bring some volatility to the Treasury bill 
market, but we believe this will be an event to “fade”.  

 

 
 
FX – USD has peaked, but the 2023 drop will be modest 

 The US dollar has peaked alongside the topping out of US inflation and 
interests rates. We expect a near-term pause in the US dollar’s 
decline into end Q1-23 as seasonals turn more positive and equity 
markets continue to give back some of the gains seen in January against 
a backdrop of elevated UST yields. 

 Longer-term, however, we see further declines for the greenback as 
the US will be among the first central banks to stop hiking and the market 
will then look for the first cuts. We expect them later rather than sooner, 
but this will only limit the greenback’s drop in 2023 rather than 
reverse it. We see the DXY index pushing down towards the 97 level on 
a 12-month horizon.   

  
Basis – Farewell to the elevated dollar premium of 2022 

 The anticipation of the end of the Fed’s tightening cycle has already reversed much of the widening pressure that most 
basis pairs experienced in 2022. A lower dollar premium will be the key theme in 2023. Funding cost differentials 
between the G4 currencies will continue to narrow, encouraging USD issuance and helping to ease 2022’s dollar 
shortage. Spells of USD outperformance will provide good opportunities to enter XCCY basis tightening positions. 
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JPY markets 

 
Macro – Absence of policy tightening to drive near-term outperformance 

 Q4 GDP was a little weaker than expected lowering both 2022 GDP 
and our 2023 GDP forecast to 1.3% (1.5% prev) via a lower base 
effect. Nonetheless, activity in 2023 and 2024 is still seen above trend.   

 Japan continues to stand out for its relative lack of policy tightening, 

which we see leading to relative outperformance on the economic 
front. This will be further buttressed by the China re-opening in H1-
23, which will boost both goods and services (in-bound tourism) 
exports. The economy is also enjoying a minor domestic post-Covid 
rebound in part helped by government fuel subsidies.   

 Government subsidies are set to push headline CPI down sharply in 
coming months, while the firming yen and falling energy prices will 
also add downside pressure. Headline CPI will fall drop sharply in early 
2023. We look for the CPI to average 2.0% this year.    

 Wage growth will push higher this year, but will lag a lot of the headline grabbing increases reported in the media. Small 
and medium-sized businesses will see much lower rates of pay growth leaving whole economy pay rates nudging 
higher, but still below where the BoJ would like to see to be confident on tighter policy.              

 
Policy – From NIRP to ZIRP 

 The Kishida administration surprised investors by appointing Kazuo 
Ueda to head the BoJ. We see an Ueda-led BoJ as slightly more 
hawkish and more flexible than the Board was under Kuroda. We expect 
Ueda will undertake a policy review early in his term and that he will 
exit NIRP in Q2-23, against a backdrop of ongoing political pressure to 
remain flexible. A further widening of the YCC bands would be pointless 
in our view. Shortening the maturity of YCC to 2yrs or 5yrs would be one 
way to limit the amount of bonds the BoJ needs to buy.  

 We see the inflation backdrop as providing the Bank with plenty of 
discretion on policy – it is in the grey zone. We expect a combination of 
the inflation outlook, a desire to end heavy bond buying and government 
pressure to push the BoJ into action.   

 We do not see a strong desire for sharply higher policy rates and expect the exit from NIRP will get stuck at ZIRP.  

 
Rates – YCC debate to keep JPY rates interesting 

 We see limited moves through the remainder of Kuroda’s term. That 
said, we expect markets will keep testing the BoJ’s resolve. The bearish 
pressure in JPY rates is likely to remain in the near term, but market 
pricing already looks too ambitious. We expect to see notable rallies as 
the BoJ disappoints markets with less action than expected. 

 We look for yields to push higher in Q3-23 as YCC gets 
adjusted/abandoned and for yields to subsequently fall back as 
investors realise that the tightening cycle will be a modest one. 

 The very long end of the curve will trade in line with global developments. 
We also anticipate strong demand from domestic investors at these 
levels, which also argues that any sell-off will be limited in scale.  

  
FX – From policy divergence to convergence 

 USD/JPY pushed higher in February as the BoJ bought JGBs in huge 
size and UST yields jumped. A near-term peak for the pair looks close.  

 The plunge in energy prices is improving Japan’s trade balance and 
the end of zero-Covid in China will boost the services balance too via 
surging inbound tourism revenues. 

 The downshift in US inflation and declining 2yr UST yields will remain a 
support for JPY in H2-23. Japanese policy expectations strike us as a 
little overdone, given our expectation of the policy rate ending the year 
at 0.0% but we see the US leg as more of a driver. We are a little less 
bullish on USTs vs last month and thus see a slower decline in USD/JPY. 
We look for USD/JPY to push down to 120 by end Q1-24.    

  
Basis – USDJPY XCCY basis less negative than in 2022 

 We expect that the basis will narrow gradually throughout the year, especially in H1-23. The key drivers of our view 
include: the fall we expect to see in USDJPY spot, relatively subdued interest from Japanese investors to buy USD-
denominated assets due to elevated volatility, and the ongoing attractiveness of JGBs swapped into EUR/USD/GBP. 
The long end will remain choppy as x-gamma flows react to the moves in the 30Y SOFR-TONA differential. 
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GBP markets 

 
Macro – UK recession to be mild 

 The slide in energy prices will help limit the scale of the UK’s 
recession, but the real income squeeze still nonetheless makes 
consecutive quarters of negative growth likely in H1-23. The peak to 
trough decline will be largest in the UK and the recovery will be slow.  

 In spring, we expect the UK consumer will receive another lift as the 
government leaves the £2500 energy price cap in place rather 
than increasing it to £3000 as previously indicated. This will boost the 
fiscal support added to the economy in the November budget, which 
saw a lot of the expected consolidation pushed beyond the next 
election.  

 The UK labour market remains tight. It is softening, but only 
gradually. Recent labour market data were strong. We see 
unemployment averaging 4.3% this year. Wage growth is still elevated. Real wages should turn positive by end 2023. 
UK inflation will drop faster if the energy price cap is not increased as we expect. The inflation outlook is better 
anyway with the firmer currency and falling energy/commodity prices. We see headline CPI dropping below 4.0% by 
end 2023, leaving the annual average CPI around 7.0%.  

 
Policy – Labour market risks to keep BoE pushing rates higher 

 Whilst the Fed and the ECB have been keen to issue guidance, the 
BoE has been much quieter on the policy outlook. In part, we see 
this as a function of the Committee being split. Despite forecasting 
below-target inflation between the 2~3 year horizon, the BoE hiked 
50bp in February. Furthermore, the vote split was hawkish with no-
one voting for a step down to 25bp. The doves (Dhingra and 
Tenreyro) again voted for no change.      

 We expect the Bank to hike 25bp in March and a further 25bp in May 
taking the peak to 4.5%. In May, the BoE will likely revise up its near-
term GDP and inflation forecasts, especially at the back end of the 
forecast horizon. We see rate cuts in 2023 as unlikely but expect 
the BoE will be among the first to cut, with the first 25bp cut coming 
in Q1-24.  

 
Rates – Bearish momentum in Gilts to end soon 

 We expect the bearish trend to run its course during the next couple 
of months. After May, the BoE is likely to adopt a more dovish 
stance and pause rate hikes. Gilt yields should remain contained 
below Sep-22 highs, if not lower. However, upside pressure from 
global rates will limit the amount Gilts can rally.   

 As policy rates remain on hold from Q2-23 onwards and market 
participants start to eye rate cuts, we expect yields to fall, except in 
the back end of the curve, which will see 10x30s steepen into the year 
end as rate cuts become a higher probability event. 

 2x10s will remain inverted during H1-23, as the market sees the BoE 
hiking the UK economy into recession.  

  
FX – Improving risk appetite to counter macro underperformance 

 PM Sunak looks to be on the verge of agreeing a deal with the EU on 
Northern Ireland trade. There is little to be gained in economic terms 
from the deal but a major downside risk for the UK economy 
would be avoided. In turn, this boosts the outlook for GBP a little.  

 Like EUR, GBP is also benefitting from the plunge in gas prices and 
the significantly less poor (but nonetheless still weak) macro 
backdrop. Our latest policy forecasts see the ECB hiking more than 
the BoE, by a little more than we previously forecast marginally lifting 
our EUR/GBP forecast. GBP tends to be more tied to the global risk 
cycle. We anticipate better asset market conditions moving into 
2024 and look for GBP to move higher in H2-23 in anticipation of an 
improvement in the global outlook.    

 
Basis – Less negative GBPUSD XCCY basis, but with headwinds 

 Complex x-gamma flow will be a key driver of the basis and this will make the road ahead a bit bumpier. We prefer to 
keep the tightening bias (i.e. looking for a less negative GBPUSD XCCY basis). Uncertainties regarding the BoE’s 
reaction function, the UK’s fiscal policy beyond March and regulatory changes (i.e. ring-fencing constraints) will add to 
the volatility in the basis.   
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Mizuho Forecasts (as of 23 February) 

 
FX forecasts Current End-Q2 23 End-Q3 23 End-Q4 23 End-Q1 24 

USD/JPY 135 129 124 122 120 

EUR/USD 1.06 1.09 1.12 1.14 1.15 

GBP/USD 1.20 1.23 1.28 1.30 1.32 

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.87 

EUR/JPY 143 141 139 139 138 

GBP/JPY 162 159 159 159 158 

Bond forecasts (%) Current End-Q2 23 End-Q3 23 End-Q4 23 End-Q1 24 

United States      

    Policy rate 4.625 5.00~5.25 5.00~5.25 5.00~5.25 5.00~5.25 

    2yr 4.69 4.70 4.60 4.30 4.05 

    5yr 4.14 4.10 4.00 3.80 3.60 

    10yr 3.93 3.70 3.60 3.50 3.30 

    30yr 3.93 3.90 3.80 3.72 3.55 

Eurozone/Bund        

    Policy rate/Deposit rate 3.00/2.50 4.00/3.50 4.00/3.50 4.00/3.50 4.00/3.50 

    2yr 2.90 3.20 3.00 2.75 2.45 

    5yr 2.57 2.90 2.70 2.50 2.25 

    10yr 2.52 2.70 2.65 2.60 2.50 

    30yr 2.50 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.65 

Japan        

    Policy rate -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

    2yr -0.03 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.00 

    5yr 0.24 0.30 0.35 0.30 0.20 

    10yr 0.50 0.50 0.85 0.60 0.50 

    30yr 1.45 1.50 1.50 1.30 1.20 

United Kingdom        

    Policy rate 4.00 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.25 

    2yr 3.90 3.60 3.45 3.15 2.80 

    5yr 3.58 3.30 3.25 3.05 2.80 

    10yr 3.62 3.40 3.35 3.20 3.00 

    30yr 4.01 3.85 3.80 3.70 3.55 

Macro forecasts (%) 2022  2023  2024 

United states      

   Real GDP 2.1  0.7  1.1 

   CPI 8.0   3.9   2.5 

   Unemployment rate 3.6   4.2   4.6 

Eurozone           

   Real GDP 3.5  0.5  1.0 

   CPI 8.4   5.2   3.0 

   Unemployment rate 6.7   7.2   7.4 

Japan            

   Real GDP 1.1  1.3   1.3 

   CPI 2.5   2.0   1.8 

   Unemployment rate 2.5   2.4   2.4 

United Kingdom          

   Real GDP 4.1  -0.3  0.6 

   CPI 9.1   7.0   2.5 

   Unemployment rate 3.7   4.3   4.6 
 

Note: Real GDP, CPI and unemployment rates are on an annual average basis.  
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